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Key Attractions

 * In North Goa and close  to all  the action, beaches, restaurants, 

    shopping, and night  clubs & markets. 

*  Goa’s capital city Panjim is located 11 km from here.

*  Deltin Casino Deck is 1.5 km from here.

*  35 Beautifully appointed and extremely spacious Luxury

    Deluxe rooms.

*  Classic Moroccan design and architecture.

*  5 star amenities.

*  Swimming pool.

*  Coffee shop and Multi-cuisine restaurant.

*   Pool side bar and Restaurant.

*   Conference hall / Pre-Function area.

*   Free Wifi.

 

Welcome to Rio Boutique Goa

A Boutique Resort Rio at Great Value.

 

Ideally located in Verem, Rio Boutique Goa is around 10-15 mins drive 

from Coco Beach, Candolim Beach and  Sinquerim beach, 11 kms from Panjim 

and 1.5kms from Deltin Casino deck. The hotel is nestled in the picturesque

beauty of a region that was once a private getaway for Portuguese officials of 

distinction. A perfect mix of comfort and originality, offering a stylish and 

trendy stay for family vacations, weekend getaways and executive business 

trips. The uniqueness of the hotel is reflected through customary elements, 

welcoming colours, contemporary luxury designs and with all the incredibly 

high standards of the famous Resort Rio, Goa.

Swimming Pool
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Beautiful elegant interior space, the rooms feature luxurious design and feel. 

All our Deluxe rooms are equipped with modern amenities and let you relax as 

you admire its class.

Deluxe Rooms
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Rio Café Bar is a place that tastes and feels like home with a touch 

of rustic creativity and contemporary trends. Our food, culture and 

setup all create a place of comfort, warmth and laughter where great

food and drinks can be enjoyed.

 



It brings a fresh modern interpretation to the old fashioned concept

of hospitality.

Aagor Taste of Goa serves Delicious, hygienically-prepared food

 that brings the authentic flavours of Goa world to your palate, 

elevated by a smorgasbord of premium spirits and exotic cocktails.

 Enjoy all-time favourites, including seafood straight from the 

ocean, either in the elegant restaurant or snack by the swimming 

pool, which also features its very own cocktail bar. This is holiday

 dining at its finest. Our experienced team ensures only the

 freshest produce and ingredients reach your table following

 extreme hygiene standards so that every bite is filled with 

the most authentic flavours.

Aagor-Taste of Goa
Aagor-Taste of Goa



Royal Suites

Events And Conferences

Rio Boutique Goa  Conference Hall is the best choice of venue for large meetings. 

Fully equipped with state of the art technology, excellent lighting and a private 

entrance. The Conference Hall can be arranged to suit your conference needs for 

up to 220 guests in theater style, 90 in cluster or banquet style. Totally sound 

proofed and fully equipped . Located on the top floor.

Dimension : Length -76 ft  
                        Width - 24  ft. 
                        Total Area - 1824 sq.ft.

Theatre Style

Conference Hall

U Shape


